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Campus
recycling needs
reconsideration
BY KEATON HETTVER
Recycling is something that many students on campus
are passionate about. Yet certain recycling procedures have
some students questioning how much we actually recycle
on campus.
Sophomore Joseph Tolsma, the Student Recycling
coordinator for Hospers Hall, is one such student. He
became curious about the topic when he found out that the
recycling from the dorms is not sorted out in the same way
it used to be. Through his own investigation, Tolsma heard
rumors that many recyclables on campus are being mixed
in with non-recyclables, and that some of the recyclables
from certain public buildings such as the library have been
dumped into the trash.
“I would challenge the administration to do a
thorough check to ensure that Northwestern is for sure
recycling,” Tolsma said. “And if not, a program needs to be
implemented. Is recycling as good as it can be?”
Recycling is indeed limited in certain areas of campus.
Nedrick Price, the General Manager of Campus Dining,
said that food service is only able to recycle two things:
cardboard and grease.

PHOTO BY JAKE AUERBACH
Northwestern now owns the half block of Arizona Avenue closest to campus, and has begun plans for using the space in future
campus construction.

See “Recycling” on Page 4

NW gains new ground
BY ETHAN DE GROOT
Over the last couple
of
years
Northwestern’s
campus has been home to
many
exciting
changes.
Construction,
demolition
and remodeling have all
helped students and Orange
City residents alike see
a rapid evolution of the
campus landscape.
Some of the most
recent changes have been the
construction of the DeWitt
Learning Commons and the
remodeling of the Ramaker
Center. These changes have been
hard to miss for those on campus,
but there has been another
lesser-known development for
NW just this year, in the form of
a new acquisition.
Orange City decided to
vacate a section of Arizona
Avenue Southwest in early

INSIDE

December, and deeded it to
the school. This portion of
the street is located in the
northwest corner of campus
and consists of the half block
situated between the North
Suites residence hall and
Kepp Hall.
Duane
Feekes,
City
Administrator in Orange City,
provided some history on the
ownership of the street.
“When
the
college
wanted to build Stegenga
Hall about 20 years ago,
we closed Arizona Avenue
SW from Seventh Street to
Highway 10,” Feekes said.
Most of the street was
removed, but a small section
was left to provide access for
two residential properties
now known as the Wiersma
Cottage and Jasper House.

2|Students published

The college purchased
the Wiersma Cottage in 2002
to house the college’s nursing
department, and acquired the
Jasper House in January of
2012.
Once NW owned the
property on both sides of the
street, the city decided to deed
the street to the college.
“There was really no
sense for us to keep it, because
it’s really enveloped by the
campus,” Feekes said.
Once the city began to
consider vacating this block,
it wasn’t a very complicated
process but it did have a few
different steps.
“First,
the
council
considers vacating,” Feekes
said. “If they decide to do
it, they have to schedule a
public hearing, put a public
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notice in the paper, then
allow the public to come
in and comment. Once the
hearing is closed, they adopt a
resolution to go through with
it or not.”
After the city council
voted and no town residents
gave comments, the college
became the official owners of
the street.
Although the school is
excited about the possibilities
this purchase makes possible,
it stated students should
not expect any immediate
changes.
“The biggest advantage
for us is that it allows us to
be more flexible,” said Doug
Beukelman, the Vice President
for Financial Affairs.

See “NW” on Page 8

PHOTO BY CLARISSA OEHLER
Kara Prachar is passionate about recycling, and always
makes sure to properly sort her recyclables.
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Student writers at NW publish work

PHOTO BY SHELBY MAZNIO
Nicole Montgomery publishes her poem in the Valparaiso Universities online literary journal.

BY LYRIC MORRIS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
As 2014 came to a close, several
Northwestern students received exciting
news that didn’t include the end of finals,
surprise family Christmas vacations or
uncommonly warm winter temperatures.
Students across NW’s campus were receiving
emails saying that their writing had been
chosen for publication.
When
Professor
Samuel
Martin
encouraged his Intro to Narrative and Verse
class last fall to submit some of their writing

from the class to Valapraiso University’s
online literary journal, “A Common Thread,”
many of them were skeptical.
“I sent in some of my poems, assuming
I would never get accepted,” said Nicole
Montgomery, a student from Martin’s class.
Justine Johnson had high hopes for a
short story she had written but soon ran into
a few last minute glitches.
“I sent in my short story an hour before
the deadline and then saw it was supposed to

be 2000 words or less,” Johnson said. “Mine
was 4915. I figured I’d ruined my chances.”
Around Thanksgiving, however, four
students from the class heard that their work
had been accepted for publication, including
Montgomery and Johnson. Pieces by NW
students included in the journal are Johnson’s
creative nonfiction piece “Watching the
Slideshow,” Montgomery’s poems “Seeking
Lifelines” and “On Heartache and Hands,”
Victoria Horn’s poems “Touchstone” and
“Exhale” and a photograph by Sarah Odom
titled “Deliver.”
These writing students weren’t the only
people at NW to have work published toward
the end of the year.
In December, Stephen Dykstra wrote
a piece for his personal blog called “Top 5
things the church (re)learned in 2014.” The
piece was Dykstra’s attempt to add closure to
a year that he had seen as very influential for
the church.
After publishing his blog, Dykstra’s
roommate, Aaron Van Ee began encouraging
him to submit the piece to Relevant
Magazine for publication. According to their
website, Relevant Magazine is a “leading
platform reaching Christian twenty- and
thirtysomethings … covering faith, culture
and intentional living.” The print version of
the magazine only publishes pieces written by
authors connected directly with Relevant, but
the magazine encourages readers to submit
writing for their online publication.
Dykstra ended up taking that advice,
and on New Year’s Eve he received an

email saying that another story had fallen
through, and his piece would be published.
The magazine whittled Dykstra’s list of five
observations down to four and published
the article.
Dykstra’s piece has been shared almost
500 times on social media, and he has been
able to remain active in the conversation via
the comments section on his piece.
“Mostly it was all encouraging, but there
was one guy who was personally offended by
part of the article,” Dykstra said.
Though none of these students had
submitted work outside of NW for publication
before, they all feel that they learned a lot
about the process and were encouraged along
the way.
“My advice would be, don’t write
something for a specific journal or contest,”
Johnson said. “Write your story, and then wait
until you find places where it fits. Otherwise,
you change your motivation. It’s not a paper
or a news article or something with a specific
deadline. If you write it like that, you won’t
love it or be as proud.”
Dykstra, however, has a slightly different
view on where writing motivation should
come from.
“Try to understand who you’re writing
to,” he said. “Understand the publication, and
the audience the publication serves.”
Valparaiso’s journal can be read at
http://scholar.valpo.edu/act/, and Dykstra’s
article can be found by searching for “4
Things the Church Learned in 2014” at
relevantmagazine.com.

Sioux Center author to judge NW’s Spectrum
BY ALLISON MULDER
Outlets for many different interests exist on
Northwestern’s campus, from sporting events and plays, to
band and choir concerts or even art exhibits. However, what
about writing outlets? How can students who’ve aspired to be
writers throughout childhood show their skills? How many
shorts stories or poems are whipped off for classes every
semester, only to sit and rot on hard drives? NW’s literary
journal, Spectrum allows students to share their fervor for
writing with others.
Spectrum accepts works of short fiction, creative
nonfiction, poetry and artwork of all kinds. Selected pieces
are printed in a free anthology to be launched at an awards
ceremony in the last two weeks of April. A professional author
judges the accepted works and selects first through third
place awards, which will receive comments from the judge in
addition to monetary prizes.
This year’s judge is Kate Brauning, Sioux Center author of
How We Fall, a young adult romance and mystery novel which
came out in November 2014. Brauning also works as an editor
with Entangled Publishing in addition to editing freelance.
While what she looks for in a piece varies depending
on the type of writing, Brauning said, “It all boils down to
giving the reader an experience through language or an
idea or a character, transporting them to someone else’s
life experience. The power of writing is being able to hand
someone else an experience that they might have no other
way to have themselves.”
The NW literary journal often encourages submissions
from students in many different disciplines, not just the English

department. For Brauning, that is an important component of
a literary journal.
“I have writer friends who are engineers, I have a critique
partner who’s getting a Ph.D. in physics,” Brauning said.
“Those diverse backgrounds are part of what brings us new
and different voices.”
This desire for diversity is not limited to receiving works
from a wide range of majors. According to its website, one of
Spectrum’s goals (and the origin of the name) is to showcase
writers who “vividly reflect any aspect of God’s creation—
the full spectrum.” That means no subject or style is offlimits, though “work that is gratuitously obscene or that has
a message in clear contradiction with scripture will likely not
be considered.”
This theme connects strongly with Brauning’s novel, How
We Fall, which explores the culture surrounding taboos and
how we react to them as a society.
“It’s important to me that writers tackle difficult and often
dark topics because story is all about conflict. The Bible is all
about conflict,” Brauning said. “A good story comes down to
someone dealing with something difficult, and how they do
or don’t deal with it, and how they can or can’t conquer it. The
more difficult what they’re going through is, the more you see
their character develop, and the more truth comes out of it.”
Brauning finds that the energy of literature stems from
new writers.
“The industry really needs young writers and it will
stagnate without them,” Brauning said. “We have John Green,
we have Gillian Flynn. We need new voices, new angles on

tough stories. And new writers are the people who are going to
bring these new voices.”
The last day to online submit to Spectrum Feb. 2 and
submission guidelines are available at nwcspectrum.com. Past
editions of Spectrum are available for free in Kepp Hall.

PHOTO SUBMITTED
Sioux Center author Kate Brauning will be this year’s Spectrum judge.
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NW music department presents annual opera
BY LEIGH CARSON

Every four years, Northwestern
Heritage Singers put on an opera. They invite
community members and students to come
and listen to a unique music experience. Early
in the summer, Thomas Holm, the ensemble’s
director, chose Gianni Schicci for the group to
perform.
Schicci’s opera is based in Florence, Italy
in the 1800s. In the midst of this beautiful
city lives the Donati family, a well-off group
of family members mourning the passing
of the head of their family, Buoso Donati.
Their mourning is exaggerated because of
expectations of being amply consoled by what
is in Buoso’s will.
However, Betto de Signa, one of the eldest
members of the family has heard some horrible
rumors that Buoso left all of his money to the
friars of the local monastery. Panicked, the
family abandons their mourning and tears
apart the house in search of the will.
Once it is found, the relatives realize in
horror that the rumors are true, and they are
left with absolutely nothing. Consumed with
greed and the terror of being left destitute,
the family frets over how to rearrange their
circumstances. Young Rinuccio, in love with
Gianni Schicci’s daughter Loretta, forces his
family to turn reluctantly to the help of Schicchi,
a commoner, to execute one of his famous cons
in order for them to cheat their fate.

From 1916–1917, Giacomo Puccini
selected Gianni Schicchi as the third
installment of his Trittico or triptych: a series
of hour-long opera buffas. Gianni Schicci is
based on Canto XXX of Dante’s Inferno.
“It had so much about it that was really
attractive,” Holm said. “It has a great story
line and great character development and
exposure so as the opera goes on you become
more attached to certain characters.”
The process of learning an opera is time
consuming.
“One of the reservations I had was that
Pucchini’s writing is at a professional level,”
Holm said. “Some of the main roles are pretty
extensive — the part of Schicchi in particular.
This was a steep mountain to climb.”
The ensemble started rehearsals at the
beginning of the school year. It has devoted
two hours every Friday to learning the opera.
Since the end of Christmas break, rehearsals
have increased to three hours several times
a week. Not only was the music challenging,
but incorporating acting into the story was
also time consuming. However, NW music
students took it in stride.
“I liked adding in the acting to the
singing,” said Drew Lemke, a member of the
chorus. “Moving around makes it new kind
of experience, as opposed to standing still on
risers. It’s also fun to singing in an opera voice

‘The Wedding Ringer:’
A bromantic flop that needs to stop

MOVIE REVIEW

as opposed to a classical or pop voice.”
The cast consists of the family members,
and a twelve-member chorus. Holm brought
in theater professor April Hubbard to help
stage the chorus and provide expertise on
acting. The chorus took on roles as “spirits”
providing support for singing and for
becoming moving furniture and props. This
way the entire ensemble could participate.
The opera is sung in English and provides
several important lessons.

“Gianni Schicchi is a comedy, but it’s not
farcical,” Holm said. “It deals mostly with
class bigotry, with emphasis on the young
lovers extending their love beyond that. The
students love it, and I think the audience will
love it as well.”
Performances are on Friday, Jan. 23
and Saturday, Jan. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Proscenium Theater. Tickets are free for
students and available by reservation through
NW’s box office.

PHOTO BY CLARISSA OEHLER
NW students involved in the Gianni Schicci’s opera take part in dress rehearsal for their upcoming show.

Star Guide
Classic:
“Anyone would do anything for chapel credits, except
going to chapel.”
-Sophomore Tung Tran
Submitted via Twitter by @LittlePrinceC

BY ELLIOT STOLTZ

Doug Harris is an average guy. He has a nice apartment and a stable job but describes
himself as never being noticed by women. Despite this self-doubt, Harris is getting married
to the woman of his dreams. There is only one problem; he doesn’t have any friends to be in
his wedding.
“The Wedding Ringer” follows the story of Doug Harris (Josh Gad) and Jimmy Callahan
(Kevin Hart) as they attempt to pull off a wedding hoax of epic proportions. Callahan runs a
business that offers best man-for-hire services to men that don’t have many friends. Typically,
Callahan would come to the wedding to be the groom’s best man. However, Doug told his
fianceé (Kayley Cuoco-Sweeting) that he had seven friends lined up to be groomsmen. Jimmy
not only has to be the best man for Doug, he also needs to find him seven groomsmen. For a
measly $50,000, Jimmy accepts the job.
At first it seems as if Harris, Callahan and the group of made-up friends will actually
pull off the stunt. The gang becomes accustomed to their new identities, take fake pictures
for the wedding slide show and come up with very convincing backstories. But as the
group of synthesized friends interact during the ceremony, the situation begins to spiral
out of control.
“The Wedding Ringer” is very similar to other romantic comedies, while also retaining
some level of originality. The idea of creating a best man-for-hire business was creative and
funny. The director did a great job of making the viewer empathise with Harris. It’s easy to
see how hard it was for him to admit to his fianceé that he didn’t have any friends.
The biggest downfall of the movie was the poor execution of the best man-for-hire
service. The whole concept seemed rushed and not fully planned out. It felt as if the director
was just looking for a storyline that would allow for zany situations to come about, which
was totally unnecessary. If the director had taken a more serious approach to the movie, the
plot may have worked better.
“The Wedding Ringer” dishes out a large amount of raunchy jokes and bad language.
This unfortunately, along with the poorly thought-out plot, turned what could have been a
very touching movie into a mediocre one.

“You could win an Academy Award for creepy back
rubbing.”
-Dr. Martin on authors encouraging readers to react.
Submitted via Twitter by @HowITic
“Having leather earrings is never a good idea.”
-Caroline Trewet
Submitted via Twitter by @MEGtropolis

Submitted via Twitter by @Josh302West

Tweet quotes @NWC_Beacon
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“Chocolate, coffee and ice cream are the only things I

Holland Plaza Newspaper Ad
need to prove the existence of God.”
-Dr. Monsma to his Cultural Anthropology class.
for the period:
Week of Dec 5th

Excellent:

Week

A weekly fix of
what sustains
the Beacon staff
during paper
production.

“The Vespers” - Sisters
and Brothers

Justine:

American Sniper R

Fri. 7:00 9:50; Sat. 1:00 4:00 7:00 9:55; Sun.
1:00 4:00 7:00 9:55; Mon.-Thurs. 7:15 9:55

The Wedding Ringer

R
Fri. 7:25 9:50; Sat. 1:15 4:15 7:25 9:50; Sun.
1:15 4:15 7:25 9:50; Mon.-Thurs 7:25 9:50

The Imitation Game

PG13
Fri 7:10 9:50; Sat. 1:10 4:10 7:10 9:50; Sun
1:10 4:10 7:10 9:50; Mon.-Thurs. 7:10 9:50

The chorus has a pretty great reminder that we
need to take care of each other. Listen to it if
you like a mixture of rock, folk and a little bit
of hipster country.

PG
Fri. 7:15 9:35; Sat. 1:30 4:30 7:00 9:35; Sun.
1:30 4:30 7:15 9:35; Mon.-Thurs 7:15 9:35

Alexis: “Soon We’ll Be Found” - Sia
A dark jazzy pop feeling song that somehow
gives you the warm fuzzies and want to cry at
the same time.

Fri. 7:00 9:45; Sat. 1:20 4:20 7:00 9:45; Sun.
1:20 4:20 7:00 9:45; Mon.-Thurs 7:00 9:45

Strange Magic
Mortdecai R
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Recycling: Students are responsible
FROM PAGE 1
“A lot has to do with cost.
Some recycles cost more, so
we need to make sure we are
being good stewards with our
money,” Price said.
There is also an issue with
space. Price said recycling
must be sorted from plastics,
aluminum and paper.
According to Arlo Van
Beek, Campus Housekeeping
Supervisor, every building
on campus is able to recycle
cardboard, paper, plastic
bottles and aluminum.
Most recyclables on
campus do not need to
be sorted into different
categories, although some
buildings, such as the cafeteria
and the Hub, separate
cardboard because it is easier
and cheaper to recycle large
quantities of cardboard when
it is separated.
In places such as the
RSC, plastic bottles also get
separated between bottles
with deposits or liquid in
them, and bottles that are
completely empty and clean.
The bottles with deposits
are given to various student
activities groups who are
then able to redeem them.
All the recycling that
is collected on campus then
gets picked up by Orange
City Sanitation and taken to
the Northwest Iowa Landfill.
At
that
point,
according to manager Larry
Oldenkamp, it then gets put
on a conveyor belt where
workers pull off cardboard,
while a giant magnet picks up
metallic objects and a shaker
machine sorts out paper.
From there it goes to
hand sorters who pick out the
remaining pieces of recycling.
There are many ways in
which recycling can improve
at NW; ultimately, the biggest
responsibility belongs to the
student.
“I’m all for recycling, so
if we can help anyway, and
students are willing, we’d love
to help out,” Price said.
Getting
students
to
participate, however, can
be a problem, Arlo Van
Beek said. Often students
throw non-recyclable items
in the recycling, which then
contaminates the recycling.
“It’s an activity that
requires effort. We are

not able to separate the
recycling when it becomes
contaminated with trash,”
Van Beek said.
Van Beek asks students
to pay close attention to the
signs posted on reciprocals
so they know what can and
cannot be recycled. One of the
most common non-recyclable
items that get thrown into the
recycling is cereal and soda
boxes, which are fiberboard
rather than cardboard and
cannot be recycled.
“I think there is always
room for improvement,”
Director of Residence Life
Marlon Haverdink said.
“Specifically, I think we could
do a better job educating and
promoting recycling among
our students.”
The main challenges
are getting the word out to
students so they know what
can and can’t be recycled.”
Maintenance workers do
not have time to sort through
contaminated
recycling.
When recycling is combined
with the trash, it is because

“

...If we take
seriously being a
Christian academic
community, then
we should not
only be good
stewards, but we
should be models
for others.
-Joseph Tolsma

”

of contamination rather than
maintenance decisions.
So what can be recycled?
Almost any type of paper
that is not contaminated
with food waste; clean plastic
containers with recycling
numbers between one and
five; metals and cardboard
all can be recycled. Look at
the signs posted near bins to
make sure.
Why is it important to
recycle?
Nwialandfill.com
reports that approximately 80
percent of what Americans
throw away is recyclable, yet
the average recycling rate is
only 28 percent. Americans
use 2.5 million plastic bottles
every hour.

PHOTO BY DAVID LI
Recycling on campus is a topic many students care about. In order to maximize the recycling effort, the administration encourages students to
dispense materials in the correct containers.

By recycling one ton of
paper, people save 17 trees, 7
gallons of water, 79 gallons of
oil, 4,100 kilowatts of energy,
3.3 cubic yards of landfill
space and 587 pounds of air
pollution.
The 17 trees saved by
recycling one ton of paper
can absorb a total of 250
pounds of carbon dioxide
out of the air each year.
Furthermore,
the
average American uses 650
pounds of paper each year;
100 million tons of wood
could be saved each year if
all that paper was recycled.
Recycling one aluminum
can saves enough energy to
run a TV for three hours
or is the equivalent of a half
gallon of gasoline.
Tolsma hopes students
will begin to realize the
impact they have and begin
to utilize recycling resources.
“The Bible clearly says
that we should be good
stewards of the earth that
we’ve been given,” Tolsma
said. “And if we take seriously
being a Christian academic
community, then we should
not only be good stewards,
but we should be models for
others.”
For students, recycling
may be as easy as knowing
which items can and cannot
be recycled. Making the effort
to recycle is the next step.
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Quirky student New Year’s resolutions
BY NICOLE MONTGOMERY
Whether students are
ready for it or not, 2015 has
arrived. With a new year
beginning,
students
have
been in forming New Year’s
resolutions. Although a great
deal of Northwestern students
have stuck with the classic goals
of eating healthier and working
out more — or perhaps do not
have a resolution at all — other
students opted for more quirky
resolutions.
Shelby Maznio set the
bar high with her New Year’s
resolution, with her goal of
speaking only kind words about
others.
“I want to lift people
up, so if I don’t have negative
comments or something that
brings people down, I can lift
them up a little bit,” Maznio
said.
Maznio,
negative
comments about others are
useless to her, which had a large
impact on her inspiration for
this resolution.
“I think people respond
better to positive comments
if I’m trying to get into
conversations.” Maznio said.
Her goals have been working
out so far, but Maznio admits
she still catches herself saying

something negative and wishing
later she had not said anything
at all.
Maznio isn’t the only one
on campus setting goals for
herself. Student Government
President Erin Van Horn is also
ambitious with her resolutions.
Van Horn is working toward
a different resolution each
month. She hopes to achieve
goals throughout each month in
different categories, particularly
in the areas of fitness, faith and
healthy eating.
“I noticed I didn’t really try
until the last few months with
the yearlong goals,” Van Horn
said. “So I decided I’d break it
up into benchmark achievable
goals each month.”
For
the
month
of
January, Van Horn focused on
memorizing Matthew 10:39,
reading a book outside of class
assignments, clean eating for
a week and getting rid of extra
items she has lying around.
Siblings
Justine
and
Michael Johnson share a
tradition with their family
involving resolutions.
Each year, the Johnsons
write on slips of paper and
collect them in a jar.
On New Year’s Eve, the

PHOTO BY CLARISSA OEHLER
Justine Johnson reading her family memories over the year and smiling at the memories she has collected over the year.

family gathers to share some
of those memories with their
cousins.
“I think my favorite part
about it is that it motivates me
to pay attention to the things I
do during the year and value the
exciting parts that may not have
seemed that significant at the

time, but later when I talk about
them, I realize just how special
they were,” Justine Johnson said.
Through this resolution,
the Johnsons also have
developed another tradition of
poking fun at the traditional
goals others set but don’t stick
to. Each New Year’s Eve, the

Johnsons create fake resolutions
share them with the rest of the
group.
“I enjoyed that part because
it was more of making fun of
the New Year’s Resolutions
that don’t end up happening
for more than a month before
you give up on them,” Justine

Johnson said.
New Year’s resolutions may
be as varied as the people who
make them, but all begin with
the intent of making ourselves
better. Perhaps the simple act of
wanting to be better is the best
resolution of all.

SGA president makes campus changes
BY KARYN VANDER WAL

Erin Van Horn has been greatly
involved in the Northwestern community
since she began serving on the Student
Government Association her freshman
year of college. As a freshman, her main
role was to attend weekly meetings and help
come up with new ideas that would benefit
NW students. Currently, she is serving as
NW’s student body president on the SGA
staff, where she is in charge of organizing
meetings, raising and distributing money
for various campus groups and coming
up with and carrying out unusual ideas to
improve campus life.
“There is always campus buzz on what
people are liking and disliking,” Van Horn
said. “Whatever needs to be brought up and
addressed, we talk about.”
This semester, SGA has many new
ideas to improve the NW campus. They
are currently discussing the possibility
of widening the sidewalk to and from the
cafeteria and have brought the idea to
maintenance.
The committee is also planning a
campus event called the “Red Raider Cup.”
This event would involve the entire campus
attending different activities around NW.

Points would be awarded and dorm wings
would work together to gain different
prizes.
In the past, SGA has done a lot of small
things that have helped benefit students
living on and off campus. Last semester
SGA sold t-shirts on the campus green to
raise money for campus groups and new
facilities.
Much of their work is done behind the
scenes of NW, since a majority of it involves
listening and discussing different ideas
presented by students. SGA also works a lot
with Ned Price, who is in charge of most of
the food distributed from the cafeteria and
Hub, to discuss what students think about
campus dining.
More recently SGA has worked with
Julie Elliott, Dean of Student Life, to extend
open dorm hours, hang coat hooks up in
the cafeteria lobby and put a new drinking
fountain in the library.
Although the students contribute a
lot to campus ideas, Elliott has the final
say. SGA strongly encourages anyone
on campus to get involved in asking
questions and voicing their ideas to any
representative. Students are encouraged to

get involved in planning activities alongside
SGA members.
As a public relations major, Van Horn
enjoys planning and coordinating diverse
campus activities and meetings. Van Horn
doesn’t mind working with many different
people at one time and enjoys staying
organized.
“My favorite thing is when plans start
to take off,” Van Horn said. “I get very
happy.”
The most challenging thing for Van
Horn is making sure everyone is on the same
page and making an idea become a reality.
Many people need to be involved to carry
out various ideas for campus improvement.
Van Horn always has to know who she
needs to contact about different ideas.
Van Horn first had the idea of being
student body president when she came
for orientation her freshman year. They
listened to a speech given by the current
president that year, Taylor Hoekstra.
“It’s a pretty cheesy story,” Van Horn
said. “But I knew I wanted to be involved
in campus leadership, meeting new people,
thinking of new ideas, trying to improve
things.”

PHOTO SUBMITTED
SGA president Erin Van Horn knew she wanted to
be president when she came to orientation.
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Lights out, Northwestern Sincerely, Miss Sensitive
BY AMBER MCCOY
It’s wintertime, and even though the days are slowly getting
longer, it still gets dark fairly early. When it gets dark, we turn
on our lights so we can read every last word in our textbooks
like good students do. For most of the students on NW campus,
I’m sure that means flipping on the fluorescent box centered on
their dorm room ceiling.
Don’t turn on that awful rectangle. It can hurt you.
Go back to your elementary school science class. Remember
the light spectrum? Our bodies prefer full-spectrum light sources, like the sun.
Fluorescent lights, especially cool white fluorescent, are missing some of the colors on
the warmer end of the light spectrum. The missing red light lets the blue light dominate,
a combination which can make you lose sleep. Blue light (which is also emitted by your
electronic devices) suppresses the production of melatonin, a hormone that promotes sleep.
Scientists actually recommend avoiding blue light for two to three hours before you go
to bed, so doing homework under your fluorescent light until you feel sleepy may not be the
best idea.
Not only can your fluorescent lights contribute to your sleep deprivation, but they can
affect your schoolwork as well. There have been numerous studies performed in both the UK
and the US on the effect lighting has on children in school. Those results tell us that students
perform better under full-spectrum light.
Their attention spans are improved, and they can sit quietly for longer periods of time,
which results in significantly better scores on homework and tests. This applies to adult
workplaces too. Full-spectrum light sources result in improved productivity.
Setting health and academic reasons aside, fluorescent light is ugly. Photographers dislike
fluorescent light as it isn’t flattering and makes for poor photo composition.
In a dorm setting, the fluorescent lights are typically paired with white cinderblock walls,
which don’t contribute much to the beauty of your dorm room. Adding harsh cold light is not
the way to make a room attractive or welcoming.
Am I proposing we all just leave our lights off after the sun goes down? Certainly not. We
need to carefully peruse our textbooks, remember? The optimal solution would be to replace
the fluorescent lights with full-spectrum lighting. However, that’s not entirely practical. We
could all wear goggles that filter out blue light, but again, practicality gets in the way. And
fashion.
My recommendation is to just leave the fluorescent lights off. Don’t try to do your
homework in the dark, though. Find an alternative light source with warm light, if not fullspectrum. Turn on a lamp. String some decorative lights. Open your blinds during the day. It’s
easy to do and makes your environment far more pleasant.
If you have no alternative light source, soak up some extra full-spectrum light during the
daylight hours. Sit by a window or walk around outside. Use the natural light whenever you
are able.
Something as simple as leaving the light switch off really can make you sleep better or
improve your grades. I can almost guarantee you that your glaring white walls will appear less
offensive with a gentler light source. So turn off your lights, Northwestern.

BY ABBIE AMIOTTE
OPINIONS EDITOR
Dear All Who Have
Called Me Sensitive and All
Who Are Like Me,
Yes, I’ve cried in a class
before. Not like the weepingand-gnashing-of-teeth type of
crying, but the silent, painful
tears-streaming-downmy-face kind. The topic of
discussion had hit a nerve,
and I couldn’t keep talking
when my heart was breaking.
So, I responded in the only
way I could think of — I cried.
When people tell me I
am too sensitive and take
things too personally, I am
un-ironically offended. I care
deeply about a lot of things,
and I often hurt as a result of
my affection.
Keep up with social media?

I cry when any animal
dies in a movie, and whenever
I finish a book, movie or
TV series I feel emotionally
drained for days. Emotions
kind of stink when they take
so much out of you, but they
can also be incredibly helpful.
For example, I can write
an opinion article on the
spot because I care about so
many different things (case
in point: this article). I can
find positions and arguments
for research papers quickly.
Small-talk
comes
rather
easily. Friendships are not too
difficult to form for me.
I value my sensitivity
as an integral part of my
character. And I don’t
understand why people are
offended by my sensitivity to
the point they feel the need to
point it out to me. So what if
I cry easily? I’m emotionally
invested; I’m passionate. I
care about a lot of things,
including you who are so
offended by my emotions.
My feelings and my
expression of those feelings

do not make me less rational,
reasonable or intelligent. I’m
not some silly girl who has
no self-control. I just believe
in feeling, and I don’t believe
in hiding what I’m feeling
because some people might
be made uncomfortable by
emotions.
So, don’t treat my
emotions like delicate little
flowers that you are afraid to
break and rip apart. You won’t
kill me. Don’t be afraid of my
hurt — even though I ugly
cry, I’m not made of glass.
Crying for me is a normal
thing, so don’t be scared of my
tears. You can make me cry
with your topics of discussion
without me hating you.
But don’t talk about my
sensitivity as though it is
disgusting and wrong. It’s part
of who I am, as it is for many
other people.
And if you are another
sensitive soul, feel free to
cry in class. If I’m there, I’ll
cry right along with you.
It is no surprise, but I’m a
sympathetic crier.

NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE BEACON

@NWC_BEACON

#NWCBeacon
Photos Comments Breaking News Story Ideas Campus Quotes

Got an opinion?
Let’s talk about it

(and make some money!)

Write your opinion, because it matters.
Contact Abbie Amiotte, Opinions editor
abbie.goldschmid@nwciowa.edu

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online are the opinions of the
authors only and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Beacon or
Northwestern College.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Raiders fall to top-ranked Morningside
BY JORDAN DYKSTRA
SPORTS EDITOR

The Northwestern women’s basketball team fell 75-62 against NAIA No. 1
Morningside on Wednesday, Jan. 21. The Raiders skid to a 5-6 record in the GPAC and
11-9 overall.
The Raiders saw themselves in an early 7-0 hole, but fought back to bring the score
to a single point following a layup by junior guard Megan VanDerSloot. The Raiders saw
their first lead of the night after a layup from junior post Arianne Gesell just under the
four-minute mark of the first half. The teams exchanged baskets in the final minute of
the first half that gave Morningside a slim 34-33 edge at the break.
The Mustangs came out of the break on a 8-1 run. NW countered with a surge that
was capped off by a three-point shot from junior guard Katy Kuiper that brought the
score to 55-50 in favor of Morningside. At the seven-minute mark, Morningside scored
12 consecutive points to give them a 67-50 advantage that proved to be too much for
NW to overcome.
Senior guard Karen Ettleman led the Raiders with 18 points on 8-16 shooting. Gesell
scored 14 points on 4-5 shooting as well as 6-7 from the free-throw line. Senior guard
Paige O’Neal grabbed seven rebounds to go along with four assists. Freshman guard
Renee Maneman distributed a team-high eight assists.
NW shot 46 percent from the field in comparison to 34 percent from Morningside.
However, the Mustangs took advantage on the glass with 21 offensive rebounds that led
to 27 second-chance points.
The Raiders will return to action on Saturday, Jan. 24 to face Nebraska Wesleyan in
Lincoln, Neb. The game will begin at 2 p.m.

Raider Radar
Saturday, Jan. 24

Track & Field @ Wartburg		
Basketball (W) @ Neb. Wesleyan
Basketball (M) @ Neb. Wesleyan
Wrestling vs. Hastings 		

Tuesday, Jan. 27

Wrestling @ Morningside		

Wednesday, Jan. 28

Basketball (W) vs. Mt. Marty		
Basketball (M) vs. Mt. Marty		

Friday, Jan. 30

Track & Field @ Buena Vista		

Saturday, Jan. 31

Track & Field @ Buena Vista		
Basketball (W) vs. Midland		
Basketball (M) vs. Midland		

10:30 a.m.
2 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

5 p.m.

6 p.m.
8 p.m.
5 p.m.

8:30 a.m.
2 p.m.
4 p.m.

PHOTO BY CLARRISA OEHLER
Junior guard Katy Kuiper attempts to evade a Morningside defender in the 75-62 loss on
Wednesday at the Bultman Center.

Track makes stellar debut
BY DALTON KELLEY

The Red Raider track
and field team made their
season debut at the Dordt
Open last Saturday and
walked away with a pair of
first place finishes and seven
national qualifying marks.
Senior Karen Ettleman
leaped her way to a first place
finish at the meet and an
NAIA automatic mark with
a long jump of 5.74 meters.
Not only did this mark break
the school record, but it also
places her number one in the
event in the nation. Ettleman
also broke the school record
in the 60-meter dash with a
time of 7.30 seconds, which
broke Pat Kruger’s old record
that has stood since 1983.

She also met the auto mark
in the 60-meter hurdles with
a time of 9.85.
Senior Skyler Giddings
was the second athlete to
meet the national automatic
mark of the meet. Giddings
placed second overall at
the meet in the 1000-meter
with
a
school-record
time of 2:30. Junior Kyle
Anderson was close behind
his teammate and finished
third with a time of 2:32,
which meets the national
provisional mark.
Freshman Hans Epp
finished in the top spot in
his event after completing
the mile with a time of 4:31.
Junior Lauren Spranger

left the meet with three
second place finishes in the
200-meter, the 400-meter
and the 4x400-meter. Her
time in the 400-meter
provisionally qualified her
for the event and she now
sits fourth overall in the
GPAC.
Freshman
Katie
Landhuis crossed the finish
line second at the meet with
a time of 2:19, which met the
national provisional mark in
the event.
There were six other
top-three finishes at the
meet as well. On the women’s
side, senior Megan Walhof
in the 600-meter and the
4x400 team of Landhuis,
Walhof, Spranger and junior

Sarah Wedel both walked
away as the runners-up
in their events. For the
men, freshman Tim Rose
finished third in the mile
while
sophomore
Will
Norris placed third in the
3000-meter. Senior Jordan
Strofaci was the runner-up
in the long jump, while the
men’s 4x400-meter team of
senior Scott Strand, junior
Elliott Johnson, freshman
Levi TeBrink and Anderson
topped off the meet with a
third place finish.
The Raiders will head to
Waverly, Iowa on Saturday,
Jan. 24, to compete in the
Wartburg Invite. The meet
will begin at 10:30 a.m.

Mustangs edge Raiders
BY JORDAN DYKSTRA
SPORTS EDITOR

Scores
Tuesday, Jan. 13

Wrestling vs. Briar Cliff		

Wednesday, Jan. 14

Basketball (W) vs. Dordt		
Basketball (M) vs. Dordt		

Wednesday, Jan. 21

Basketball (W) vs. Morningside
Basketball (M) vs. Morningside

(L) 27-21
(W) 61-53
(W) 94-91
(L) 75-62
(L) 75-65

The Northwestern men’s basketball team was defeated
75-65 by No. 11 NAIA Morningside on Wednesday, Jan.
21. The Raiders had won five of their previous six games,
including a dramatic buzzer-beating shot against Dordt
by junior guard T.J. Buyert on Jan. 15. NW fell to 5-6 in
the GPAC and 12-7 overall.
A layup by junior guard Taylor Francis tied the game
at nine points early, but the Mustangs went on a 17-6 run
that made the score 26-15. Down 33-20 after a Morningside
dunk, the Raiders scored eight consecutive points to cut
their deficit to only five at 33-28. Morningside got the
final push of momentum inside the final two minutes that
gave them a 40-29 lead at halftime.
In the early minutes of the second half, NW again
exchanged blows on a run of their own that brought
the score back to within four points at 42-38 following
a bucket from sophomore forward Jordan Baker. At the
10 minute mark, NW saw its first lead of the game since
the opening score after a pair of free throws from Taylor
Francis that brought the score to 48-47.

The Mustangs countered with an 8-0 run of their own
that proved to be too much for the Raiders. A dunk from
junior forward Bryce Moss brought the game to within
four at 65-61, but the Mustangs preserved their win with
a 10-4 run to close out the contest.
Freshman guard Nathan Wedel led the Raiders with
18 points on 7-10 shooting. Wedel also collected eight
rebounds. Buyert added 11 points that included three
three-point shots. Taylor Francis rounded out double
figure scoring with 10 points.
NW shot 44 percent from the field compared to 39
percent from Morninsgide. However, the Mustangs out
rebounded the Raiders 41-34.
“We didn’t rebound well enough defensively to win
the game,” Buyert said. “We got a lot of open looks in the
second half, so I don’t think we were taking bad shots. We
were just missing the opportunities we had.”
The Raiders will look to get back on track on Saturday,
Jan. 24 against Nebraska Wesleyan in Lincoln, Neb. The
game will start at 4 p.m.
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BY SHELBY MAZNIO
Many
Northwestern
students who returned from
Christmas
break
easily
resumed
their
schedules
and routines. But some
students who arrived on
campus earlier this month
encountere completely foreign
experiences.
On Jan. 9, a group of
13 Japanese students from
Meiji Gakuin High School
in Tokyo, Japan, arrived
in the United States. Four
days later, on Jan. 10, they
came to NW, where they
are staying while they learn
more English and study
American culture.
The visiting Japanese
students have classes in
the morning and then an
afternoon break to discuss
their day before having
tutoring sessions with NW
students. They end the day
having supper together.
After being here for two
weeks, some of the students
shared their favorite aspects
about being at NW, and their
experience living in a dorm.
Nozomi
Shinjo,
18,

PHOTO BY DAVID LI
The Japanese students from Meiji Gakuin High School in Tokyo will be on campus until Jan. 31.
Yurikio Wada, 17, is also
enjoying the dorm life living
in Fern.
“I love my roommate
Eliza,” she said.
One
of
the
new
experiences the students have
enjoyed is trying the new
foods in the cafeteria. Yuya
Yamamoto, 18, commented
on his favorite meal.

“I like the French fries
and hamburger,” he said.
“I like everything [about
NW],” Ayuka Shoga, 17, said.
“I like the food!”
Though
most
NW
students
have
become
accustomed to Iowa’s corn
fields and landscape, one of
the Japanese students has
enjoyed the new sights.
“It is a beautiful view,”
Moe Kunishige, 18, said.
Along with the views,
new foods and welcoming
people, Tatsuya Usui, 18, has
taken a liking to the RSC,
where students gather to play
games, and he also likes to
work out.
After a week of classes
and tutoring, the students
were ready for a fun outing.
They visited Sioux City
where they explored public
museums and went shopping.
Later in the month they will
go ice skating and visit a farm
and a farm museum nearby.
The Japanese students
will be on campus until Jan.
31, so make sure to introduce
yourself and get to know
them before they leave.

commented on the community
she’s observed on campus.
“The teachers are very
kind, and students talk with
us,” she said.
Ryosuke Higashimura,
18, came to NW to “get a
good experience.”
“I like to talk with other
students,” he said.
Tsubasa Nakamura, 18, is

enjoying his time in Hospers
Hall. The atmosphere there has
been inviting and welcoming
to the visiting students.
“They are very kind,” he
said.
Rio Sato, 17, is also
staying in Hospers Hall.
“My favorite thing is
Hospers Radio,” he said.
“Lucas is a very good DJ.”

of Arizona Avenue. SW and
Kepp Hall also has a role in
the master plan.
“The vision was that
there would be another suites
type building located across
the street,” Beukelman said.
“By vacating the street, we
are not restricted on where
we could place it. This
allows us to look at one that
would possibly be physically
connected to North Suites,
and together they would
form a residence hall similar
in size to the other dorm
buildings.”
Nothing is expected
to
happen
immediately.
Beukelman predicts that we’re
still a couple years away from
construction.
While this is potentially
a very long range project, the
school also has done some
looking into what a womens’
suites-style residence hall
would look like.
“We formed a committee
to look at a potential
womens’ suite style housing,”
Beukelman said. “It’s very

PHOTO BY JAKE AUERBACH
In early December, Orange City deeded a section of Arizona Avenue Southwest to Northwestern.
This portion of Arizona Ave. SW is located in the north west corner of campus, and consists of the half
block that is situated between the North Suites residence hall and Kepp Hall.
Kendall Stanislav, who has form of student housing, and
preliminary;
we’ve
only
had one meeting. At some been the Resident Director at the men who have lived here
point during that process, the North since its construction, have had great experiences,”
we would be getting student is one of the members of this Stanislav said. “I think the
option of being able to offer
involvement. Probably talking preliminary committee.
“I think that although a similar type of housing
to the men that live in North,
asking them what they like or there were some doubts, the for women on campus is
suites have been an effective incredibly exciting.”
what they would change.”

Orange City deeds street section to NW

FROM PAGE 1
Some students may see
the different building projects
occurring on campus as
slightly spontaneous, but the
school is not simply erecting
new buildings on a whim.
Past, present and future
changes originate from the
school’s master plan.
“We did our Master
Planning with the whole
community. Anybody who
wanted to could come in and
write out what they would
like to see, what was missing
from campus and what
was great about campus, ”
Beukelman said.
This plan has been the
driving force behind much
of the recent growth on
campus.
The Learning Commons,
the upcoming Juffer Athletic
Fieldhouse and even talk of
a future center for science
classrooms and laboratories
were all included in the
master planning exercise.
The
space
currently
occupied by the half block

